Worksheet 1 (mixing board)

Find and label
(There may be more then one of each item!)

1. Trim
2. EQ section
3. Aux send
4. Aux Return
5. Mix B
6. Channel fader
7. solo volume control
8. monitor for phones 1
9. monitor for control room and studio
10. sub-master faders
11. Bus assignment switches (1-8)
12. flip switch
13. L/R master fader
14. Pre/Post switch for aux sends 3 & 4

---

Things to know:

- All the knobs are color coded on the Mackie.
- Try and follow the signal flow and be systematic; don’t jump ahead.
- The tape machine has tracks and mixing board has channels
- Definition of a bus (how many buses does the Mackie “8 bus” have?)